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　We use a language （or languages） in a variety of 
everyday social situations. It flows so naturally and 
smoothly that we tend to think nothing of this fact. 
However, a little bit of introspective reflection into 
the nature of language probably makes us realize that 
language behavior is actually governed strictly by a 
definite set of rules. This paper, therefore, intends to 
present a sociolinguistic, and hence pragmatic, analysis 
of everyday language use. 
　As suggested above, language is used strictly and 
nearly perfectly in a rule-governed manner. Thus, it is 
obvious that we should point to the issue of what kinds 
of “rules” are involved in the use of language in quotidian 
life. To clarify the nature of the set of rules involved 
in our everyday use of language, we will provide a 
preliminary argument for tentative rules, investigating 
the pragmatic nature of these rules. We rudimentarily 
assume that there are societally-defi ned set of linguistic 
rules, according to which we rather unconsciously vary 
our styles of language presumably with an immediate 
judgment of the situational appropriacy. After a minute 
detailed examination of some concrete examples, we will 
formalize those rules tacitly postulated in our discussion 
of the given examples.
II　Prescriptive norms and Pronominalization
　A pronoun is normally defined as the term used in 
the place of a certain personal name or a noun （phrase）
already referred to in context. This is what a prescriptive 
grammar tells us about a pronoun. There is little to 
be confuted about this mundane definition. However, 
in reality it is neither so clear-cut nor so beautifully 
stereotyped that the above definition might not be so 
all-encompassing or versatile. Let us first take up the 
following example.
１）Look! Everyone is running towards the station.
　　I don’t know why they’re running so hastily．
As is clear in this example, the pronoun ‘they” refers 
back to ‘everyone’ in the first sentence. It is not 
necessary to enumerate many more examples of a 
similar kind. There are many similar examples in 
Langendoen（©1970: 10-28）you could refer to. This 
example clearly shows that English-speaking people 
practically regard “everyone”, “anyone”, “each person”, 
etc. as somehow plural semantically. This tacit cognition 
might cause speakers of English to use the plural 
pronoun instead of the singular form in spite of the fact 
that they have vague knowledge that “the singular form” 
should be used grammatically and prescriptively to refer 
back to everyone”, for example.
　In the following instance also valid reasoning might 
be called for to corroborate the occurrence of the 
plural pronoun “they”. Interestingly enough, no one 
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presumably pays much attention to the occurrence of 
the plural pronoun in the following passage despite 
the fact that there is no noun （phrase）for the plural 
pronoun to refer back to on the superficial everyday 
language use level.  
２）On another occasion I went punting with a couple 
　　of girls and my friend Willy. As we passed under a 
low bridge, Willy, who was punting, pushed against 
it as hard as he could to increase our speed. The 
boat shot forward, and Willy was left hanging from 
the bridge. We could only look on in amusement 
as Willy struggled to keep his hold. But just at 
that moment and quite by chance, another punt 
appeared and passed exactly beneath Willy’s 
dangling feet. To his relief and to their  surprise, 
Willy let go and landed right in the middle of their 
cucumber sandwiches. （Dougill,1990:  36）
This is a passage about punting in Oxford. In this 
example, the occurrence of the Italicized plural pronoun 
“their” has somehow to be accounted for. On the 
superficial level there is obviously no noun phrase for 
the pronoun “their” to be able to refer back to. In this 
case the important clue is in the use of the expression of 
“another punt.” As with the writer’s punt, in this “another 
punt” there might also be some five to six students. 
Presumably this interpretation will be the normal one 
which every reader of this passage might have. This 
kind of reasoning, or knowledge about punting of the 
Oxonian society, obviously enables the reader to arrive 
at the above interpretation.
　Furthermore, the following example contains a 
pronoun in the second sentence. ３） typically shows a 
fl exible use of pronouns in cooking situations.
３）Wash and core several cooking pears. And put them
　　on a fi reproof dish. 
People usually pay little attention to the occurrence of 
the pronoun in a case like ３）, because it is quite clear 
that the pronoun refers back to “several coking pears” 
in the fi rst sentence. However, what should be noticed 
here is the fact that there is a change in the state of the 
pears. In a cooking situation, cooked materials quickly 
change their state into another. Thus, what is true of 
the several pears is the fact that they have already been 
washed and cored when they are put on the fireproof 
dish. We have to recognize that the pronouns could 
refer to things which have been transformed to a certain 
degree. 
　The next example is from Brown and Yule （1983: 
273）, which is actually interesting and intriguing, but 
it might require of us intricate reasoning to build up 
the relation between the pronoun and its superfi cially-
missing referent.
４）STOP BUS VANDALS
　　by reporting it   at once 
　　to the driver or conductor. （Sign post, Edinburgh
　　Buses）
　Normally nobody would try to stop a bus vandal 
by grasping him or her, for example, by the arm. If 
someone actually tries to stop the bus vandal this way, 
he or she might be stabbed, and seriously injured, or in 
the worst case, he or she might be killed. So it is clear 
that nobody interprets this announcement literally. Then 
are human beings foolish creatures? Why do people 
write such silly things on sign-posts? Here in Japan, 
it is a very common experience to hear train station 
announcements, announcing to the people waiting for 
the trains: it might be something like “Please do not 
bring dangerous things inside the train car.” This kind of 
announcement has no direct eff ect on someone who is 
already determined to harm passengers or do something 
disastrous on the train. He or she may bring something 
to aggress the passengers inside. However, the potential 
assailant may behave suspiciously and bring attention to 
himself or herself. Thus, this kind of announcement may 
have the indirect eff ect of allowing a potential assailant 
to bellieve he or she might be watched though others 
might not be aware of the potential assailant’s awkward 
and suspicious behavior; In a sense warn him or her. 
　In the analysis of 4） above, let’s consider how the 
pronoun could possibly be interpreted. The pronoun “it” 
is neutral in its gender reference: hence it cannot refer 
to humans. Then, we have to make it obvious what “it” in 
question tacitly refers to. It is not hard to imagine that 
once you hear the term “vandals,” you might surmise 
“vandals do acts of vandalism.” It is thus probable for 
the pronoun to refer to “an act of vandalism” in the 
commonly surmised proposition. In a case like this 
one, it must be agreed on that a pronoun could refer 
to something that is vaguely reasoned in the decoder’s 
mind.
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　One more highly interesting example of the issue of 
personal pronouns might be provided in the following 
conversation of ５）
５）Mother: She was potty trained at one-and-a half.
　　Interviewer: Gee! That’s good!
Mother: Potty trained early, walk slow. I’ve always 
heard it’s better if they’re a slow walker  
because it takes so much coordination 
to crawl, and I don’t know if this is true 
or not, but I’ve always been told that the 
longer a child . . .（pause） . . .crawls, the 
more coordinated they’ll be. I don’t know 
if that’ll be true or not, but I know when 
. . .（pause） . . .there’re children who are 
uncoordinated, sometimes for practice 
they’ll make them crawl . She was a good 
crawler and she wasn’t, you know, when 
she first started crawling, she wasn’t one 
of those that crawled on her stomach, you 
know.  （Lindfors, 1980: 191- ２）
This is an example of conversation between an average 
mother and an interviewer. The mother is talking about 
how her baby girl has come to crawl and how the 
baby has come to walk. The mother’s second utterance 
reveals how certain concepts are realized on the surface 
level in a given language. “they’re a slow walker ” on the 
second line in the mother’s second utterance illustrates 
that the mother actually thinks of her own child and 
also, at the same time, of certain general characteristics 
of children. So, “they’re a slow walker ” reveals the fact 
that she wants to say “ ~if she is a slow walker,” and 
her idea on her own baby girl has been much further 
generalized, which leads her to produce “if children are 
slow walkers.” Consequently, the instantly conceptual 
mixing up of the two ideas takes place in her mind, 
leading her fi nally to utter “ ~ if they’re a slow walker” 
which is obviously ungrammatical. Interestingly enough, 
however, the interviewer does not interrupt the mother 
to ask, say, “Wait, wait! Well, who are they?” because 
he or she understands the mother’s intention. “they’ll 
make them crawl.”  on the eleventh line of the mother’s 
second utterance also reveals her rather unconsciously 
derived idea about mothers in general. She probably 
unconsciously regards her idea as a very common one: 
somehow mothers usually try to let their children crawl 
for practice. Thus, “they”  in “they’ll make them crawl .” 
refers to mothers in general and “them ” in the same 
utterance refers to infants in general. 
　All  of my comments about the everyday use 
of pronouns imply the capacity and flexibility of 
pronominal reference which is much broader than the 
mundane definition of a pronoun given in a variety of 
prescriptive grammar books suggests.
III　Missing Links and Intersentential Relations
　In a variety of everyday conversations, it is usually 
necessary to think of the intersentential relations to 
make clear how certain sentences are to be linked. 
Let us take up the following example at first. （Cf. 
Widdowson, 1978: ２）
６）A: What did the storm do?
　　B1: The wheat fi elds were destroyed by the storm.
　　B2: It destroyed the wheat fi elds.
B１ is somehow wrong as a response to A’s question.
The reason for B1’s unnaturalness is probably caused by 
what follows. A’s question presupposes that the storm did 
something disastrous. And A asks B what the storm had 
done. Thus, B’s response should be given in the syntactic 
pattern of “the storm did …,” in which the piece of old 
information comes before a new piece of information. 
In a natural sequence of interactions in a conversation it 
is usually the case that previously provided information 
comes fi rst and then new information appears afterwards, 
which helps the hearer to follow what is going on in the 
conversation. This is why B１ seems somewhat awkward 
as the response to A’s question.
　The next two examples are typical ones in which 
certain appropriate grammatical links have to be 
supplied to make clear intersentential relations. （Cf. 
Mey, 1994: 10）
７）A: What time is it now?
　　B: Well. You won’t be in time for the class of
　　linguistics.
Probably a conversation like７） occurs on a university 
campus. Suppose that it is 2:55 in the afternoon on a 
certain Tuesday, and that the linguistics class which
 A usually attends begins at 2;40. In７） A literally asks 
what the time actually is. So, in B’s reply, clearly there 
is no direct reference to what A asks B. However, we 
can guess that B knows exactly what time it is, and 
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also knows that A attends the linguistics class. B’s 
understanding of the situation where A seems to be 
rather in a hurry on campus for his usual class leads to
 his or her reply to A’s question as in ７）.
　In quotidian life grown-up people usually do not 
utter perfectly grammatical sentences. They rather use 
short, often truncated forms for economy. This is clearly 
illustrated by Widdowson’s famous following example.
（1978: 29）
８）A: That’s the telephone.
　　B: I’m in the bath.
　　A: OK
.Though this example might be somewhat artifi cial, we 
can still use this example to think of the grammatical 
links which are missing between A’s fi rst utterance and 
B’s utterance and B’s utterance and A’s second utterance. 
It is quite easy to recover the missing links in ８）. 
 as shown in ９）. 
９）A: That’s the telephone. Can you answer it?
　　B: No, I can’t because I’m in the bath.
　　A: OK. I’ll answer it myself.
If, in quotidian life, someone says “That’s the telephone,” 
the listener instantly understands that A cannot answer 
the telephone himself or herself. At the same inme, B 
cannot answer the telephone himself or herself either 
because he or she is in the bath and can’t get out of the 
bathroom immediately Thus, A’s second utterance is 
the sign of his （or her） approval of B’s being unable to 
answer the telephone. 
　A conversation like ８） occurs very frequently in
everyday life. We usually can get on well with the people 
around us because we are able to guess the missing 
links in our conversational interactions in a meaningful 
way appropriate to a variety of social situations.
IV Actual State of Language Use 
　In this section we will shed light on some remarkable 
features of everyday utterances. Needless to say, a long 
utterance like ５） above is recorded and written down
as the mother actually spoke. As is clear in this 
utterance, it is often rather diffi  cult to pin down exactly 
where individual sentences begin and end within the 
long utterance. In a very long utterance, what should 
be realized as complete sentences in a written mode 
with every necessary part being provided is almost 
always realized in a spoken language as a truncated 
form or with some parts, which are of little semantic 
signifi cance, being omitted. Thus, a long utterance could 
be regarded as a concatenation of incomplete clauses 
and/or phrases.
　Second, when people converse, in particular, with 
someone intimate, say, family members, many of the 
interactions are extremely short, with certain parts being 
truncated or deleted, as is illustrated in the following 
instance.
10）Betty: I saw Mrs Baker on Elm Street yesterday.
　　Jason: . . .
　　　　（short pause）
　　Betty: wears a brown hat…
　　　　（short pause）
　　Betty: walks a white dog…
　　　　（short pause）
　　Betty: Lives on Russell Street…
　　Jason: Oh, yeah. Yeah. And what did you…?
The three short pauses do have a very important 
pragmatic implication. These imply that Betty sees if 
Jason recognizes who she refers to, looking at his facial 
expression and gestures.
　The following conversation illustrates how people 
use a “preinvitation”, which is a preliminary asking 
or demand to the respondent. A preinvitation is an 
utterance given in advance to the listener before the 
speaker gives the utterance in which he or she mentions 
of his or her real intention. In quotidian life we do not 
want to lose face when we converse with others. So, in 
the following instance, John could save face even if his 
invitation is turned down by Mary.
11A）John: Are you doing something this evening?
Mary: Yes. Well, I’m expecting a phone call from 
my mother in Texas.
John. Ah, right. Right.
11B）John: Are you doing something this evening?
Mary: No. Why?
John: Well, I was just wondering if you could 
come out with me for dinner.
Mary: Yes. That sounds great.
　When we converse, we usually pay much attention on 
paralinguistic features such as facial expressions, tones 
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of voice, and what the hearer is looking at, etc. These 
paralinguistic features sometimes transmit the listener’s 
real ideas more clearly than what the hearer actually 
says.
　Crystal’s interesting comment on the ordering of 
prenominal “qualifying” adjectives might be mentioned 
here.（See 1985: 126-139） We know, from our usual 
everyday language experiences that it is rare for more 
than fi ve adjectives to be placed before a noun. However, 
according to his comment on the ordering of adjectives, 
it might be suggested that English-speaking people tend 
to favor the following ordering of adjectives. The typical 
order of prenominal “qualifying” adjectives is what 
follows: adjectives of “size”---those of “age”---“those of 
“color”---those of nationality”---those of “material”. Thus, 
we could have the following instance of noun phrase: “a 
large old brown Australian wooden chest” for example.
　”Of course, we have to eliminate certain exceptions to 
this ordering. For example, when adjectives appear in 
a “listing” sequence, this typical ordering is not always 
observed. Although there might be some other cases in 
which this ordering is not realized, this paper is not the 
right place to discuss this issue in minute detail. What 
should be accentuated right here is the fact that the 
favored ordering of prenominal qualifying adjectives 
probably （and necessarily） comes from speakers’ socio-
cultural  and pragmatic awareness, with which the 
speaker judges about things which s/he sees and hears 
of in their everyday life.   
　In this section we have taken up only two kinds 
of paralinguistic features, which might be referred 
to as IFID （Illocutionary Force Indicating Device）. 
And we also have referred to the issue of ordering 
of prenominal adjectives being determined with a 
pragmatic consideration of the qualifying features of the 
adjectives. These kinds of issues could not be reasonably 
discussed in the traditional theoretical framework of 
syntax. Hence it might be maintained that an abstract 
level of “pragmatic adjustment component” should be 
postulated. I will have a little more detailed argument 
for this afterwards in the section of conclusion. 
V　Cohesion vs Coherence
　In Nakata（1990） I argued about some remarkable 
features of small infants’ language, referring to the 
notions of “cohesion” and “coherence”, the distinction 
of which is minutely discussed in Halliday and Hasan 
（1976） and Widdowson （1978）. The following example 
illustrates how children often fail to understand the real 
intention of those who speak to them. In the following 
instance, the mother is now going out of the room, and 
she holds some bags with both of her hands. So, she 
can’t open the door herself without putting her bags 
down on the floor. And Mike, her child and Willie, his 
friend are playing with toys on the foor near the door. 
12）Mother: Mike. Can you open the door?
　　 Mike: Yes, I can. （continues to play）
　In addition to 12）, 13） could be given as an 
interesting example which shows small infants very 
often lack in pragmatic understanding of what is said to 
them.
13）Linus: Do you want to play with me, Violet?
　　 Violet: You’re younger than me. （shuts the door）
　　 Linus; She doesn’t answer my question. 
Coherent sentences like 13）, which are semantically 
linked with few clear grammatical connections, are 
very difficult for small infants to understand. Here 
I will not give a detailed argument on the nature of 
children’s language. However, it should be noted that 
small children have a very long way to go before they 
well realize the importance of pragmatic implication 
of coherent utterances. 1n 13） Linus is too young 
to understand Violet’s real intention implied in her 
coherent utterance. Furthermore, Holms points to a case 
in which school children often do not understand the 
pragmatic implication suggested in a teacher’s coherent 
utterance. （See 1992: 289-30） 
VI　Concluding Remarks 
　In this paper I have argued for postulation of the 
pragmatic level immediately before actual sentences or 
utterances are produced. On the basis of the arguments 
given in the previous sections I could formalize the 
linguistic model of language use as follows.
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A Linguistic Model of Language Use
　The conceptual base is the base component in which 
the encoder conceptualizes what s/he actually wants to 
utter or write. Syntax and semantics build up the actual 
ordering of words, tense and the structures of what is 
encoded. At this stage the active voice and the passive 
voice, for example, are simply syntactic variants with the 
same propositional meaning. Hence the level of syntax 
and semantics might well be called as the sentence-
building component. And the output of this component 
goes through the component of pragmatic phonological 
adjustment, which might be called “practical selection 
component”; in this component the encoder makes an 
instant judgment for actual phonological contours of his 
or her utterances on the basis of his/her prior cognition 
of the socio-cultural and pragmatic appropriacy of his/
her utterances.
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